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Let's get this out of the way for the biggest change to the iPhone 7: the elimination of old-style audio jack doesn't mean Apple is trying to force users to buy wireless AirPods. The iPhone 7 comes with a wired headset (plugged into the Lightning connector port) and has a free adapter if you have your own headphones that you want to use. If you hung up on the missing audio jack,
which you shouldn't have, then the iPhone 7 isn't for you. For everyone else, I will be clear: the iPhone 7 is the best iPhone I've ever used – and I've owned every version dating back to 2007.That this year's model is the best should n't be a surprise. Apple is out-performing itself (and its competitors) every year if it is going to stop millions of current users to upgrade and draw
Android users who want to switch. The iPhone 7 and 7 Plus, unveiled September 7th and in user hands since September 16, look similar to the iPhone 6S and 6S Plus, but look to be a deception. The iPhone 7 has a waterproof housing; a new, non-mechanical home button that relies on haptics for feedback; key camera system updates; a particularly better display; system
performance and up to 256 GB of memory capacity. Battery life also needs to be improved, despite the architectural requirements of a faster system. By hand, I have a 256GB version of the iPhone 7 Plus jet black – shinier from two new black options. I've been using the phone since it arrived September 24th after various shipping delays. And yes, I called on 3 a.m pre-order like
millions of others. But jet black accessories were limited from the get-go. The hardware lookssus for the third year in a row, Apple has retained the look and feel of the iPhone itself. This is a break from the company's every two-year redesign rhythm, and has led to speculation that next year's 10th generation model will have a radical new look. The iPhone 7 sports a smooth casing
made of 7000 series aluminum shapes to meet the entire glass front; build tolerances are tight enough to give a seamless look. The iPhone 7 - smaller from the two models - is 4.7-in. LCD screen and weighs 4.87 oz.; Plus the model is 5.5-in. Apple doubled its entry-level storage to 32GB, with 128GB and 256GB versions available for an extra $100 with each jump. (The jet black
model is only available with 128GB and 256GB of storage.) REUTERS/Lucy Nicholson Apple iPhone 7 Plus on display at Apple Store in Los Angeles. The iPhone's high-definition Retina HD display is backed up with either a white or black bezel; in the back case comes silver, gold, rose gold, jet black and matte black. (Sorry, space for gray fans - iPhone 7 is not offered in this
color.) The most noticeable change is that antenna lines have moved up and down the case, giving the iPhone 7 a continuous, smooth finish. For darker colors, antenna lines pretty much disappear (unless held to light in certain The power button, mute switch, and volume buttons don't change, and the Home/ Touch ID fingerprint scanner button is still centered at the bottom of the
display. But it is no longer a mechanical button that you press down. Now it uses a haptic sensor – apple's Taptic Engine – it's pressure sensitive and gives click-like feedback when pressed. The new Home button takes a certain amount to get used to; it's nothing harder or easier to use than before, but it feels different. The answer to pressing the Home button is more like a beat
than a click. One of the advantages of the new design is that you can adjust how much of the response you will feel. Go to Settings: General: Home Button.Same design, but improvements aboundWhy should Apple make what has become an iconic design regularly copied by competitors and tweak home button and headphone jack? On the one hand, both changes help make
the iPhone 7 resistant to dust and water. How durable? Apple points out that the iPhone 7 has an IP67 rating according to IEC standard 60529, which is legalese meaning that it can survive 30 minutes under three feet of water. It's good if you drop it in the sink or get caught in the rain, but try to avoid scuba diving. (One tester actually had to take their scuba diving while recording
4K videos with their built-in camera. But you shouldn't.) If it does get immersed, Apple recommends waiting about five hours before trying to charge your phone again. Internally, the iPhone 7 is built around apple's custom designed A10 Fusion chip. Under normal conditions of use, the iPhone 7 reacts and quickly loads as it did the iPhone 6S. This speed increase will be more
dramatic if you upgrade from an iPhone 6 or earlier. Apple boasts that the A10 is twice as fast as the I8 chipset with the iPhone 6, which in itself was significantly faster than in previous models. It speaks subjectively. Geekbench 4 CPU scores rate the average iPhone 7 (and 7 Plus) score multi-core CPU at about 5,600 (and a single core CPU score around 3,440). How does that
turn real-world performance? This video shows how the iPhone 7 and 6S stack up. This test runs, loads, and closes two laps in a row. The first lap is a good system speed indicator when apps are loaded; the second circle shows how well the operating system handles resource management as it reloads each app. I like this test because that's what everyone does on their phone
every day: open and close and open apps. The iPhone 7 naturally bests 6S. And 7 Plus tops smaller 7, especially in the second lap. This is because 7 Plus comes with 3GB of memory; 1GB more than what is the iPhone 7. Because iPhone 7 Plus can store more memory, reloading apps is faster. That is the only thing that additional memory is used for is the only one that uses it;
I'll get that in the camera section below. (For curious, here's how the iPhone 7 stacks against the Samsung Galaxy Note 7.) Fast performance is important, but it shouldn't come at the expense of battery life. I'm pleased to report that I'm getting more life from my new phone than I did with the iPhone 6S. I've been averaging between 20% and 40% of the remaining battery life,
having used the iPhone continuously between hours 8:30 a.m and 5p.m. (During my move, I charged both my Apple Watch and iPhone, although start my work day 100%.) With the iPhone 6S, I was having to re-charge with a time of 4 .m every day. That's why Apple delivers better performance and better battery life. How? At least some credit should go to the A10 Fusion chipset.
Fusion is not just a slick marketing name; this processor has four cores, one pair of high performance jobs, a few more lower clocked cores for non-intensive tasks like fetching email. A performance controller developed by Apple determines which processes use these cores. Taptic Engine has also been updated. It is more powerful and can respond faster in the extended
frequency range. For this reason, Apple tweaked iOS 10 to trigger haptic feedback on some specific actions. By activating 3D Touch (where you press down harder on the screen and get a popup menu) or using the Home button, this haptic feedback is useful; another time – when you pull down a notification drawer or spinning roulette interface like the Timer Clock app – it's just
fun to add. Camera: Something to smile aboutIPhone 7 flat, which takes better images than previous iPhones, especially in lower light situations. This applies to both the smaller iPhone 7 and the larger iPhone 7 Plus, which is a new dual-camera system. For the iPhone 7, the rear camera has optical stabilization, ƒ/1.8 aperture, and a six-element lens; it takes 12 megapixel photos.
In low-light situations, photos still show some digital noise, but the new system is able to pick up more information and colors than before, and optical stabilization helps reduce blur as light cameras shake. Not everyone has stable hands. The updated True Tone flash system relies on four light floods to compensate for low-light cases where a flash is required. These LEDs are
brighter than before (Apple says 50% lighter) and help bring out more natural colors (such as skin tone) compared to traditional flashlight. The rear camera also records video with up to 4K resolution at 30 frames per second and can capture better footage in low-light situations. As before, the iPhone 7 can also record Time Lapse and slow motion footage. Ken Mingis iPhone 7 Plus
has two cameras that allow 2X optical zoom. Apple used to have a fairly consistent iPhone naming scheme. For so-called tick years it'd release models like the iPhone iPhone 5 and iPhone 6, but for tock years it'd launch the likes of iPhone 4S, iPhone iPhone and iPhone 6S. This continued until 2017, when the company decided to change things up. Instead of releasing the iPhone
7S and 7S Plus, as everyone had expected, Apple went straight to the iPhone 8 brand. Minutes later, it also announced the iPhone X, which was confusingly pronounced ten in honor of the smartphone's tenth anniversary. Last year, the Cupertino giant did very little to help the situation. Instead of choosing a different name, it stuck with the X brand that some people pronounce
correctly and then released the iPhone XR and iPhone XS. But with the iPhone 11 now looming, it seems Apple could prepare for yet another marketing shakeup. According to tipster CoinX, which unveiled the iPhone XS/XR naming scheme last year, and confirmed the existence of a 10.5-inch iPad Air weeks before it was introduced, Apple's next-gen iPhones will use the Pro
moniker. Specifi by news of what the company is planning was not disclosed, but there seem to be three options. Scenario 1: The models currently listed as the iPhone 11 and 11 Max are labeled as iPhone Pro (5.8 inches) and iPhone Pro (6.5 inches). As for replacing the iPhone XR, Apple could launch it as an iPhone (2019). This is probably the most likely option, as it fits
perfectly with the company's iPad brand. 6.5-inch iPhone Pro Dummy Unit Scenario 2: IPhone XS and XS Max descendants are launched as iPhone Pro and iPhone Pro Max. The latter is a little clunky but certainly impossible considering the iPhone XS Max doesn't exactly roll off the tongue. In this particular case, the next gen iPhone XR could still be branded as the iPhone
(2019). Scenario 3: iPhone XS is replaced by iPhone 11 and iPhone XS Max replaced with iPhone 11 Pro. The 2019 iPhone XR model, on the other hand, is likely to be called the iPhone 11R. What distinguishes 2019 iPhone models from XS/XR? This year's iPhone is set to be almost identical to the 2018 models when it comes to front panel designs, but reports suggest Apple is
planning a rather drastic change to the back. Similar to the Google Pixel 4, the 2019 iPhone series is scheduled to debut with a square-shaped camera module on the back, positioned in the upper left corner. The main camera similar to that found in the current gen iPhones is expected on all three models in addition to the telephoto alternative. But what will differentiate Pro-
branded models from non-Pro devices is the third camera. According to several leaks, Apple plans to include a 12 megapixel camera paired with an ultra wide angle lens. Setup will give next-gen iPhones the opportunity to better compete with Samsung Galaxy Note 10 or Huawei's upcoming Mate 30 Pro, and should also support an all-new feature called Smart Frame. Exact
details of this have yet to be confirmed, but it is reported to contain additional information outside the photo frame for cropping and other Later. Moving away from cameras, rumors suggest that all 2019 iPhone models will include larger batteries and support for reverse wireless charging, the latter of which means AirPods and Apple Watch units can be charged wirelessly by placing
them on the back of the iPhone. Filling out the setup to be Apple A13 Bionic and iOS 13. Subscribe to our newsletter! Newsletter!
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